Semi-inclusive top decays, t → q i X jj , are examined in the framework of the standard model, with q i = u or c, X jj : vector meson formed by q jqj (q j = d, s, b). By using a simple model of hadronization, that is 0 |q j γ µ q j | X jj = m X jj f X jj ǫ X jj µ , the total branching ratio is expected to be
After the discovery of the top quark and the determination of its mass [1] , more valuable information should be expected from some classes of both tree-level and rare top decays. Because of its large mass scale, top quark will decay before hadronization and also the effects of QCD should be unambiguous and presumably very small. Then the precise determination of the modes may provide important data with less uncertainties.
In general, the rare decays are interesting because of its sensitiveness to the new physics. However, especially in the case of rare top decays, the branching ratio in the framework of standard model (SM) is largely suppressed by the GIM mechanism, e.g. B(t → γ, H, g) ∼ 10 −7 ∼ 10 −10 as pointed out in [2] . Further, the class of these rare top decays are expected to be enhanced significantly by some new contributions due to physics beyond the SM, e.g. [2, 3] . However, they are still anticipated to be small and only in few cases [4] it is expected to be measureable at future top factories like the upgraded Tevatron and LHC [5] .
The purpose of this paper is to study the semi-inclusive top decays, that is t → q i X jj with q i = u, c and X jj is any vector meson formed by q jqj bound state as Υ for bb, φ for ss and so on. Since the processes occur in tree-level, the measurements can be achieved easier in future experiments. The interest is, especially, focused on the CP violation in the modes by considering CP asymmetry
withΓ is the complex conjugate of Γ, while in general
if one writes the amplitude as M ≡ α M 1 + β M 2 . Hence, the imaginary parts of (α * β) and (M 1 * M 2 ) are required to be non-zero coincidently in order to have non-zero CP asymmetry.
In the framework of the SM, the decay is realized by a tree W −exchange diagram. Then the lowest order decay amplitude of t → q i X jj is obtained,
with L = (1 − γ 5 )/2 and r 2 is the square of momentum transfer to W −boson. The vector meson is factorized as
where f X jj is a constant with dimension of mass and ǫ X jj µ denotes the polarization vector. Remark that the color-factor in Eq. (4) has been omitted, and then should be considered as an unknown parameter absorbed in f X jj .
It is straightforward to obtain the total branching ratio for t → q i X jj decays by assuming the charged-current t → b W to be a dominant mode in the top quark decay. This leads
In the top quark center-of-mass system, the denominator reads
where
A caret means normalization with m t . This agrees with some literatures inm
.33(GeV) and m b = 4.3(GeV) [6] . Note that including the bottom-mass reduces the width by ∼ 2%. On the other hand, the nominator is
under assumptions that E X jj = 2 E j and m X jj = 2 m j , with E denotes the timecomponent of four-momentum. Here F 2 iX jj W is the W −boson propagator contribution,
Then, the branching ratio for t → q i X jj decay defined in Eq. (6) is found to
Remark that the dependences on the description of the flavors (i, j) are tiny (O(10 −3 ) level). This means that the differences between them are mostly determined by the CKM matrix elements.
). There is no CP violation in the modes as long as considering only the lowest order diagram, because there is only one amplitude with single phase that governs the processes. So, one needs other sources with different phases to induce nonzero CP asymmetry. As mentioned before, unfortunately the loop contributions like the penguin diagrams, are also vain because of large suppression due to GIM mechanism. Then, one must proceed to consider the long-distance contributions arise from any on-mass-shell intermediate states that then scatter into X jj through 1-photon exchange. Anyway, 1-gluon mediated scattering may be dominate, but unfortunately the QCD scattering can occur at the order of α s 3 when, as the present paper, one considers only color singlet vector mesons as the final states. Of course, it may still be comparable with the electromagnetic scattering as occured in the→ J/ψ [7] , however since both contributions are similar and the electromagnetic one is simpler to calculate, only 1-photon mediated scattering are going to be discussed, i.e.
Here, all intermediate states (dd, ss, bb) can contribute to the processes. Since the top quark is not expected to form any bound states and q i appears as a jet, the effects of the rescattering of final states, i.e. the intermediate states that have same quark content as the final states, to CP asymmetry are not important. In this meaning, the situation is different with the B decays [8, 9] . However, there will be two cases that make the size of CP asymmetries to be largely different. The first case is when one can identify and then pick up one of the intermediate states, and the second is when one can not identify and sum up all of them. In the former case the CP asymmetry can be large, while in the later one it will be suppressed by GIM mechanism. Both cases will be discussed in detail later. Further, related with the present interest, it is sufficient enough to calculate the continuum contributions of these intermediate states.
Since the long-distance contributions must be smaller by a factor of α, then it can be treated perturbatively. Hence the amplitude including one of the intermediate states can be expressed as
Similar with Eq. (4), M (0) (t → q i (q kqk )) is given as
and the 1-photon mediated transition amplitude is
It is obvious that the additional term in Eq. (13) induces different phase, except for q k = q j . Therefore the interference term between them will induce CP asymmetry as expected. First, let us give the expression for the denominator in Eq. (1). Since the perturbative term in Eq. (13) is supposed to be small compared with M (0) , it can be ignored. Then the result is straightforward,
After that, one can consider the nominator with one intermediate state of q kqk corresponds with the first case mentioned above. It is calculated to be
where the dependence of the intermediate state mass, m k , has been collected in F 4 , that is 
On the other hand, for the second case, using the unitarity relation of the CKM matrix, i.e. k=d,s,b V * ik V tk = 0, and summing up all intermediate states, one finds (1) can be found to be,
. Further, the results in Eqs. (10) 
by using the Wolfenstein parametrization. The largest factor is one of the decay t → u dd, ss → Υ, that is K ubd = 1.65 and K ubs = −1.65 for (ρ, η) = (0.3, 0.34).
This leads the CP asymmetry to be A CP (t → u (dd, ss) → Υ) ≃ 1%.
In conclusion, in the framework of the SM, it is shown that the rate of t → q i X jj may be large enough to be measured in the future top factories like LHC and the upgraded Tevatron, while the CP asymmetries are too small to be detected. However, inversely it means that the modes are clean and good probes to see CP asymmetries raise in new physics beyond the SM, for example, in the supersymmetric (SUSY) model. The enhancement of CP asymmetry in t → q i X jj due to the contributions of scalar fermions in the SUSY model will be published in next paper [10] .
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